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What's New : MAXX PRO SPIN X(WHITE)

The new Maxx Pro Spin X bike gives you a comfortable and convenient workout at home to keep your body in top shape. This indoor spin bike comes with adjustable dipping handlebar and saddler which can adjust horizontally and vertically to suit your personal needs. An easy to read LCD display tracks time, speed, distance, calories, RPM and pulse allowing you to monitor your own progress throughout your workout. The new Maxx Pro Spin X comes in two color options: sporty yellow or cool white to match your personal style.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES & BENEFITS

Horizontal and vertical seat adjustment

Loosen the seat post adjustment knob slightly by turning it anti-clockwise, move the seat horizontally or vertically to suit multiple users’ preference.

Vertical handlebar adjustment with arm pads

Easy height adjustment on the handlebar with arm pads for a more comfortable cycling experience.

14 kg Cast iron flywheel

Center balanced 14kg flywheel maintain excellent equilibrium and momentum during cycling with an iron casting to prevent corrosion.

Friction braking system

To provide an even level of exertion during exercise with a brake knob when turned clockwise. This brake knob is equipped with an emergency braking system which produces a much sharper braking effect.
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Easy access bottle holder

A convenient water bottler built in to the bike for easy access during workout.

Front mounted wheels for easy movement

The bike is equipped with wheels to move around by lifting the rear of the bike up slightly and pushing it.

SPECIFICATIONS

Resistance
Flywheels
Console feedback

Manual adjustable magnetic resistance
14 kg Cast iron flywheel
Scan, Time, Speed, Distance, Calories,
Distance, RPM,Pulse
Belt

Transmission system
Saddle
Handlebar
Transportation wheel

Horizontal and vertical adjustment
Vertical, dipping bar with arm pads and
mobile holder
Yes

Max User Weight
Net Weight/Gross Weight
Product Dimension (LxWxH)

130 kg (286.7 LB)
43/47kg (94.8 LB/ 103.6 LB)
118×52×128CM (46.5”x20.5”x50.4”)
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